Announcements:
1. Sorry about the accounts problems in lab. Guan has reported them to CS support.
2. There are no lab makeups unless you can go to a subsequent lab the same day, there is space, and the TA approves. Lowest lab grade is dropped.
3. If you are taking the CS 101 placement exam, remember it is tomorrow LC C6 9:30-10:15
4. The first Codelab problem set is due Saturday just before midnight
5. Remember to post/answer using piazza
6. I have not gotten my iClicker base station yet, so don't worry (yet) about registering your iClicker.
7. Phil Pilosi: ACM! ppilosi2@gmail.com
8. Website Java resources review: online books, examples

Questions?
Everybody know how to get Scratch to work?

Last Time:
Syllabus Review, Counting how many students in the room
As Computer Scientists we need to know not only how to solve a problem, but how to do it well (or best)

Today:
- Lightning overview of variables, assignment, decision statements, while loop
  [See other document under today’s notes for this content]
- How to use Eclipse (you will use this in lab next week)
  ```java
  public class Hello {
      public static void main(String[] args) {
          System.out.println("Visualize whirled peas.");
      }
  }
  ```